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In this decision, we consider a request for review by GTE 
California Incorporated (GTEC) of an administrative law judge's 
(ALJ) ruling denying a motion for confidential treatment of a cost 
study. The rultng was made in an application prOceeding arising 
out of Decision (D.) 92-01-016, tn which we directed GTEC and 
pacific Bell to file proposed tariffs for interconnection service 
for certificated radio telephone utilities (RTUs). 

It is with great reluctance that we have decided to 
consider this request for review,1 because our general policy, 
stated many times, disfavors interlOcutory appeals from ALJ 

rulings. However, we have decided to consider this one in order to 
maintain consistency of rulings between proceedings, and because it 
demonstrates the need to restate the standards that should govern 
motions for confidential treatment of data in our proceedings. 

On the merits, we conclude that the ALJ was correct in 
denying the motion before him, because GTEC did not meet its burden 

1 The pleading filed by GTEC on July 29, 1992 was entitled 
·Petition of GTE California Incorporated for Review Of 
Administrative Law Judge's Ruling.· OUr Rules of Practice and 
Procedure do not provide for such a pleadi~g, which should more 
appropriately have been titled a -request for review· o~ the 
rUling. We w~ll refer to GTEC's pleading in the rest of this 
decision as if it had been so titled. 
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of demonstrating why the cost study should be treated as 
confidential. However, because G'l'EC's appeal has bel~tedly laid 
out a reasonable· case for confidential treatment of part of its 
cost study,' and because this data was treated as confidential in 
another proceeding, we have decided to grant GTEC some of the 
relief it requests. 

If GTEC makes the complete cost study available to all 
parties in Application (A.) 92-06-012 who sign the modified 
confidentiality agreement we describe below, then it can keep 
confidential two classes of data that were also received under seal 
in phase III of Investigation (I.) 87-11-033. As to the other 
material in the study, however, we simply cannot tell from the face 
of the data whether it concerns an existing or potential 
competitive service -- and is, therefore, deserving of confidential 
treatment -- or a monopoly service -- in which case it must as a 
general matter be Open to public inspection. As to those portions 
of the study where the proper treatment is unclear, we remand to 
the ALJ with instructions to hold an evidentiary hearing if he 
deems it necessary. 

In the meantime, we strongly urge GTEC to file with the 
ALj a revised confidentiality motion that sets forth on a page-by
page basis why GTEC believes the data shOUld be kept confidential, 
based on whether or not a competitive service is involved. We aiso 
place G~EC on notice that it it makes any further motions for 
confidentiality 6f the kind it made to the ALJ here, they will be 
summarily denied, no appeal will be entertained, and GTEC will be 

subject to sanctions. 
Proced.u.ra1 Background 

The motion that gave rise to the ruling at issue here was 
filed on June 8, 1992. It sought confidential treAtment of the 
cost study that GTEC had filed along with its RTU intercoilnection 
tariff proposal pursuant to D.92-01-016. The motion was 
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exceedi~gly'brlef, it Is quoted in Its entirety in the f6otnote. 2 

The motion was directly opposed by paging Network of san Francisco, :.' 
lnc. and Paging Network Of Los Angeles, Inc., and indirectly by the 
Allled Radiotelephone Utilities of california (Allled), which had 
served GTEC with a subpoena requesting documents that went well 
beyond the cost study. 

, The assigned ALJ denied the motion in a ruling dated 
July 23, 1992. He concluded that GTEC's ·conclusory assertiona 

about the confidential and proprietary nature of the cost study was 
insufficient to meet GTEC's burden under such cases as Re Pacific 
Bell, 20 CPUC 2d 237, 252 (1986),'which stated that confidential 
treatment should be granted to data 6nly upon a showing that 
release of the data would lead to aimminent and direct harm of 
major consequence, not a showing that there may be a harm 6r that 
the harm is speculative and incidental.- The ALJ also ordered GTEC 
to make its study aavailable to ali parties immediately and without 
restriction,· but granted GTEC a protective order to the extent 
Allied's subpoena sought documents beyond the cost study. 

2 The motion stated in fulia 

·GTE California Incorporated,(GTEC), pursuant to the 
Commission's General Oider 66-C; hereby moves to 
file,its cost study under seal f~r purpo~es of its 
Application to Establish ~ Tariff Schedule for 
services for Interconnecting Radiotelephone 
Utilities. 

-GTEC makes this motion because the attached cost 
study is both confidential and proprietary in 
nature. Release of the document to GTEe's 
competitors would place GTEC at an unfair business 
disadvantage, and would cause irreparable harm to 
GTEC's operations.-
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G"rEC' s A.ppE!al 
GTEC seeks review of the, 'ALJfs ruling on several grounds. 

First, it asserts that cost studies have ·hi6torically~ been 
treated as confidential, and that there was no need for -exhaustive 
argument- in GTEC's confidentiality motion to establish this point. 
second, GTEC argues that its study should be afforded confidential 
treatment because, consistent with Commission practice, it has 
offered to make the study available to all parties in the 
proceeding who sign -appropriate nondisclosure agreements.- Third, 
GTEC argues that pacific Bell, the only other local exchange 
company required to file an RTU interconnection proposal, has not 
been required to serve its cost study on all parties in its 
proceeding (A.92-06-009). Finally, GTEC -renews its request- for a 
protective order and argues in detail why portions of the cost 
study are proprietary, and why their release would likely cause 
GTEC to suffer competitive harm. 

As we conclude below, GTEC has made a reasonable case for 
some of the relief it seeks. Before we discuss the merits of 

. GTEC's arguments, however, we deem it necessary to discuss the 
adequacy of the motion below, as well as the character of GTEC's 
current nondisclosure agreement. 
The Adequacy of GTEC's Confidentiality Motion 

Although we believe that GTEC has made a case for limited 
modification of the ALJ'S ruling, that conclusion is rtot based on 
GTEC's original motion. As is evident from footnote 2, GTEC's 
June 8 confidentiality motion was not only devoid of -exhaustive 
argument-; it failed to present any argument at all. 

A barebortes, conclusory pleading of the kind GTEC flIed 
before the ALJ is plainly insufficient to meet the requirements of 
Genera~ Order (G.O.) 66-C, which places the burden In a 
confidentiality motion upon the party seeking confidential 
treatment. While it is true that our decisions do not require 
confidentiAlity motions to be of any particular length, such 
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motions must obviously be long enough to apprise an ALJ who may not 
be familiar with related proceed~ngs why cOnfidential treatment Is 
appropriate in the particular case. Thus, a well-drafted motion 
should indicate such things as whether the same data has been 
affOrded confidential treatment in other proceedings; and should 
explain why the moving party 1s likely to suffer competitive harm 
if the data 1s released. 

GTEC's motion to the ALJ obviously failed to make such a 
showing. The fact that GTEC has now presented such argument 'in its 
renewal of the request for a protective order, and that it admits 
not all of its cost study needs to be treated as confidential, is a 
de facto admission that its motion to the ALJ was inadequate. The 
ALJ's ruling denying the motion was, therefore, not erroneous. 
The Adeqyacy 6f GTEC's Confidentiality Agreement 

In addition to arguing that cost studies have 
-historically· been considered proprietary, GTEC argues that its 
confidentiality motion should have been granted because, in keeping 
with Commission practice, it has offered to make the cost study 
available to all parties in the proceeding who sign an -appropriate 
nondisclosure agreement.-

While it is true that this commission does not ordinarily 
second-guess the parties P confidentiality designations where data 
is made available subject to a nondisclosure agreement, that is not 
what GTEC has done here. It appears from the papers submitted by 

Allied and GTEC3 that GTEC has refused to make its cost study 

3 Allied submitted a declaration along with an oppo~itiQ~,to 
GTEC's request for review of the ALJ ruling on August 5, 1992., 
GTEC did not submit a reply to this declaration until nearly three 
weeks later, on August 24, 1992. 

(Footnote continues on next paye) 
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available to David H. Nilson, the lead attorney for Allied, even 
though Mr. Wilson has signed GTEC's standard form of 
confidentiality agreement. 

The justification GTEC has beiatedly offered for its 
refusal is that Mr. Wilson is currently involved in contract 
negotiations with GTEC on behalf of Allied and other clients, and 
that -GTEC should not be compelled to divulge extremely sensitive 
cost information to someone who is negotiating with GTEC on behalf 
of the other clients in a non-legal capacity for sioilar service 
arrangements.- GTEC suggests instead that Allied retain an 
independent consultant who, after signing a nondisclosure 
agreement, would be given access to the data. GTEC has also 
offered to make the confidential portions of the cost study 
available to David Simpson, another attorney for Allied who works 
in the same law firm as Hr. Nilson. 

GTEC's behavior in this matter has been unacceptable. We 
can see no good reason why a party's ~hie£ counsel should be 

deprived of access to critical information merely because he or she 
is experienced in the industry. As we have in the past, we will 
assume that if the attorney agrees not to reveai the competitively
sensitive information to his or her client, that will ordinarily be 

sufficient to safeguard the legitimate expectations of the party 

. . . 
(Footnote continUed from previous page) 

Even though GTECjs reply (which is unaccompanied bya . 
declaration) is seriously out-of-time, we have decided to consider 
it because of the important issue it raises about the proper scope 
of a nondisclosure agreement. 
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seeking confidentiality.4 If there exist reasons to believe 
those expectations will not be realized, they can be presented. 
Accordingly, we will direct GTEC to revise its standard 
nondisclosure agreement promptly so as to make confidential data 
available to any attorney or consultant who has appeared In the 
proceeding, provided that (1) the attorney or consultant agrees not 
to disclose the data to his or her client, and (2) the attorney or 
consultant agrees that at the conclusion of the prOceeding, any 
notes based on the data will either be destroyed or kept 
confidential. S Once Hr. Wilson has executed such a modified 

4 For example, in our decision establishing the New Regulatory 
Framework for local exchange carriers, we granted an appeal by 
Pacific Bell of an ALJ ruling that ordered one of pacific's 
planning documents to be made public. In s~ doing, we noted t~at 
the attorney for the trade association seeking disclosure had full 
access to the dOcument in the proceeding, and, therefore, ~hat 
nbroader access to this information by [the trade association's] 
officers and members ~ould not be appropriate or necessary to 
facilitate [the associa~ion's] effective pa~ticipation in 
1.87-11-033. n D.~9-10-031, 33 CPUC 2d 43,214 (1989). We see no 
reason to depart from the assumption made in this decision that, 
under ordinary circumstances, an attorney can be trusted not to 
reveal confidential data from an adverse party to his or her 
client. 

5 This change will bring GTEC 6 s standard nondisclosure agreement 
into co~formity wi~h the approach used by most other pArties in 
Commission proceedings. Under that approach, as long as an 
attorney or consultant agrees not to reveal data Harked . 
~confidential· to other persons (including clients), the data is 
made available to the attorney o~ consultant. This insures that. 
the client does not see competitively-sensitive data, while at th~ 
same time enabling the attorney to obtain the assistance he or she 
needs in preparing the client's case. 

The current form of G~Ects standard Agreement is much more 
restrictive. It most nearly resembles -eyes only· agreements, 
under which extraordinarily sensitive data (such as business plans) 
are shown only to the attorneys in proceedings. Although such 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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agreement, he may have access to the confidential portions of 
GTEC's cost study.6 , ' 
~he Merits of GTEC's Request for A PrOtective order 

We come, finally, to the merits of GTEC's request for 
confidential treatment of pOrtions of its cost study. 

WhIle these arguments should have been presented to the 
ALJ, ~e conclude that GTEC bas now made a reasonable case for 
affording confidential treatment to two categories of information 
that were also received under seal in phase III of I.87-i1-033~ 
The two categories area (1) ·provisioning information- on GTEC's 
high capacity private line service (HICAP), and (2) the detail on 
usage-sensitive services in Volume 7 of the so-called -bOttoms up· 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
agreements are the rare exception ~ather than the rUle, GTEC'$ 
standard agreem~nt treats all ~onfidentialdata -- even the most 
routine -- as i~ it enjoyed this extraordinary sensitivity. 
Moreover, as this case illustrates, GTEC apparently takes the 
position that it can veto the client's choice,of attorney if the 
attorney has previously participated in negotiations with GTEC. 

6 In the declaration he submitted in respOnse to GTECis request 
for review of the ALJI s ruli~g, Mr. Wilson states that over the 
years, ·1 hAye signed several non-disclosure agreemen~swith 
va~ious ~ocal exchange carriers, and have never reveale4 . 
information subject to such agreements to competitors of these 
carriers." 

, While we find comfort in this representation, it ~t6ps short 
of saytng,thAt Hr. Wilson has never reveale~ confidential data to 
members of his client, Allied. As indicated in the text, we 
believe that GTEC is entitled to such a :representation,before.~t 
makes the confidential portion of its RTU interconnection tariff 
cost study available to Mr. Wilson. 
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cost study that was dated July ~2, 1991. 7 Although these and 
other data form the bas~s for GTEC's RTO interconnection 
propOsal -- a service as-to which local exchange companies like 
GTEC face no competition -- this information would be useful to 
competitors, is held in confidence, and is, therefore, worthy of 
protection. 

Without more information, however, the same cannot be 
said of other pages in the study that GTEC stili wishes to keep 
confidential. Accordingly, we will remand the matter to the ALJ 
for further consideration. Based on any revised confidentiality 
motion that GTEC cares to submit, the ALJ should determine whether 
confidential treatment of the portions of the cost study not 
disposed of by this decision is appropriate. If the ALJ concludes 
in his discretion that an evidentiary. hearing is necessary to 
resolve these issues, he may hold one. In preparation for this 
second round of motion practice before the ALJ, we strongly sU9gest 
that GTEC file an amended confidentiality motion that sets forth on 
a page-by-page basis why GTEC believes the data is competitively 
sensitive and should be kept confidentiai~ 

There remains one final matter. Even though GTEC has now 
made a reasonable case for confidential treatment 6f part of its 
cost study (and we have established a procedure for dispOsing of 
the rest of GTEC's confidentiality claims), the way in which GTEC 
has released the pages from the study as to which it is not 

7 So as to rem6ve any doubt about just what information is 
covered by this description, we will instruct t~e Executive 
Director to serve GTEC under seal with a copy of the pages 
concerning HleAP and the ·bottoms up· co~t s~udy As ~o w~ich we 
believeGTEC has met its burden of establishing a prima facie case 
for confidential treatment. 
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claiming coilfidentiality8 has the potential to confuse readers 
about what portions 6f the study ate and are.not in the public 
record. Accordingly, we will direct GTEC to re-serve these pages 
without any stamp or other notatiOn suggesting that they are to be 

treated as confidential. 
conclusion 

This is a decision that should not have been necessary. 
If GTEC had presented the ALJ with a motion that made a reasonable 
case for confidentiality, and that sought confidential treatment 
only of those parts of the cost study that are truly sensitive, we 
have no doubt it would have been granted and that would have been 
the end of the matter. Moreover, were it not for the fact that 
portions of the same study have been received under seal in 
1.87-11-033, we would have been strongly disinclined to consider 
GTEC's request for review. We trust that the advice and 
admonitions set forth above will make it unnecessary to consider 
similar requests from GTEC in the future. 
Findings of Fact 

1. on June 8, 1992, GTEC filed a motion under G.O. 66-C 
seeking confidential treatment of the cost study accompanying the 
application in this proceeding. 

2. The motion was phrased in conclusorY terms and sought 
confidential treatment of the entire cost study. 

3. On Juiy 23, 1992, the assigned ALJ issued a ruling 
denying the motion and directing GTEC to make the study -available 
to all parties immediately and without restriction.-

4. On or about June 29, 1992, David M. Wilson, an attorney 
for Allied Radio Telephone utilities of california, executed and 

8 In general, the pages ~adepublic by GTEC(wh~ch are attached 
to its request for review) furnish an overview of its costing 
methodology. The actual costs are set forth on accompanying 
worksheets that GTEC asserts should be kept confidential. 
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returned to GTEC a c6py of the latter's standard nondisclosure 
agreement 1n cOJu'lect,ion with OIR 88-02-015, the proceeding out of 
which this application arose. 

5. Despite his having signed said nondisolosure agreement, 
GTEC has refused to make available to Hr. Wilson the cost study 
filed with the application, 

6. on July 30, 1992, GTEC filed with the Commission' a 
request for review of the aforesaid ALJ ruling of July 23, 1992, 

7. Attached to said request were pages from the cost study 
that GTEC concedes can be made public without its suffering 
competitive harm. 

8. of those portions of the cost study that GTEC still 
wishes to keep conlidential, two -- prOVisioning information 6n 
GTEC's HICAP service and detail on usage-sensitive services in the 
"bottoms up· cost study -- were received under seal in Phase III of 
1.87-11-033. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. The motion for confidential treatment of its cost study 
filed by GTEC on June a, 1992 failed to meet the requirements of 
G.O. 66-C for confidentiality motions. 

2. Based upon said motion, the AW'S order of July 23, 1992 
denying GTEC's mation was not erroneous. 

3. GTEC's current nondisclosure agreement is overbroad in 
that it denies access to confidential information sought by certain 
attorneys and consultants who have appeared in CPUC proceedings, 
even if (a) the attorneys or consultants agree not to reveal the 
information to their clients during the proceeding, and (b) the 
attorneys or consultants agree that at the conclusion of the 
proceeding, they will either destroy any notes based upon the 
information or keep such notes confidential. 

4. GTEC's nondisclosure agree~ent should be revised to 
correct the deficiencies identified in Conclusion of Law 3. 
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5. Notwithstanding Conolusion of taw 4, GTEC should. have the 
right to ~emonstrate in any prOceeding that there are grounds to 
believe that an attorney Or consultant willing to sign a 
nondisclo5vre agreement incorporating provisions modeled on 
conolusion of Law 3 cAnnot be trusted to keep such an agreement. 

6. GTEC's request for review 6£ the AW'S July 23, 1992 
ruiing In this proceeding makes an adequate showing 6f why two 
elements of the cost study in this ptoceeding -- provisioning 
information on GTEC's HleAP service, and the detall on usage
sensitive services in VolUme 7 of the ·bottoms up· cost study 
prepared in phase III of 1.87-11-033 -- should be kept confidential 
under G.O. 66-C. 

7. The ALJ's ruling of July 23, 1992 should be modified to 
allow confidentiai treatment of the two classes of data identified 
in Conclusion of Law 6. 

S. As to the remaining pOrtions of the cost study that GTEC 
wishes to keep confidential, this matter should be remanded to the 
ALl 56 that he can consider a revised confidentiality motion from 
G~EC, or in his discretion hold an eVidentiary hearing. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that. 
1. The Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) ruling of July 23, 

1992 in this proceeding is modified to permit two portions of the 
cost study filed by GTE california Incorp6rated(GTEC) to be 

received under seal pursuant to General order (d.06) 66-CI 
Ca) provisioning information on GTEC's high capacity private line 
service, and (b) the detail on usage-sensitive services taken from 
Volume 7 of the -bottoms up· cost study prepared in phase III of 
Investigation (I.) 87-11-033 and dated July 22, 1991. The 
Executive Director shall Serve GTEC under seal with copies of the 
pages that embody these two pOrtions of the cost study. 
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2. Within 14 days after the effective date of this 
Order, GTEC shall modify its s~andard form of nondisolosure 
agreement so as to permit access to confidential or proprietary 
data received under seal pursuant to G.O. 66-c by any attorney or 
consultant who has appeared in a GTEC proceeding and who promises 
in writing (a) not to reveal such confidential or proprietary data 

.to his or her client, and (b) at the conclusion of the proceeding, 
to destroy any notes based upon such data or to keep such notes 
confidential. 

3. Notwithstanding Ordering paragraph 2, GTEC shall have the 
right to demonstrate in any proceeding that an attorney or 
consultant willing to sign a nondisclosure agreement incorporating 
the provisions of Ordering paragraph 2 cannot be trusted to keep 
such an agreement. ,. 

:,:;}:::':,' •• : .~~n,~ e~~cution by David H. Nilson, Esq. of a 
notidl~clo~ure agreement revised in accordance with ordering 
para9~aph 2, GTEC shall grant access to Mr. Wilson to the 
confld~i1t.tal and proprietary data received under seal and 
identified in 'Ordering parag'raph 1. 

~. 'T~e a~si9n~d ~_shall decide, based on any revised 
motiort'GTE~ cares to ~ubmit> whether the other portions of the cost 
study that GTEC still wishes to keep confidential should be 

. . 

received under seal pursuant to G.o. 66-C. G~EC shall submit any 
such revised motion within 14 days of the effective date of this 
order. 

6. Within 21 days after the effective date of this decision, 
GTEC shall file and serve on all parties, copies of the pages in 
its cost study for which it is not seoking confidential treatment 
that do not contain any stamp or other marking which might 
reasonably give the impreSSion that GTEC considers such pages to be 

confidential or proprietary. 
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7. 
the ALJ's 

Except as set forth abOve, GTEC's request for review of 
July.23; 1992 ruling in this proceeding is denied. 
This order is effective today. 
Dated September 16; 1992, at San Francisco, California. 

N 
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